
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

START YOUR JOURNEY IN HALL 01 

COMPANY NAME STAND NO ABOUT THE COMPANY PRODUCTS & SERVICES IN OFFER 

    

AL TAISEER (TALCO) 1B10 A manufacturer of doors, windows and kitchen cabinets, Al Taiseer’s products go through a comprehensive development strategy. The company 
focuses on adopting innovative research techniques while also studying the market and the growing needs of customers to develop its products. 

Doors, windows and kitchen cabinets 

AL ANDALUS 1B20 A well-established Saudi company, Al Andalus is considered as one of the main players in the Saudi and Gulf markets, known for trading 
aluminum and glass profiles and related accessories used in the construction of window, doors etc. 

Windows, doors, cladding, structural glass, advertising 
boards, stainless steel, adhesives, silicone, shutters blades 
motors 

AL MOOSA DOORS 1C20 Referred to as a pioneer in the Kingdom’s automatic doors industry, Al Moosa Doors operates 55 branches across Saudi Arabia. The company is 
often praised for its state-of-the-art and high-quality product portfolio and its automated garage doors factory.  

Cloud doors, grille doors, sliding trim doors, double-leaf 
doors, side doors, steel doors, parking poles, venetian 
window blinds 

ALUMIL 1A31 With over 30 years of experience in designing high-quality aluminium products, ALUMIL is one of the largest and most trusted names in home 
windows and patio doors. ALUMIL is one of the most advanced companies globally, with state-of-the art production lines across 12 factories in 
Europe. 

SMARTIA M7 curtain walls, Bioclimatic Pergola, hinged 
insulated systems, Lift & slide insulated system, Minimal 
Sliding insulated system, etc. 

SCHÜCO 1A41 Schüco is one of the leading suppliers of high-quality window, door and façade systems made from aluminium, PVC-U and steel. The company is 
known for products that meet the highest requirements of design, comfort, security, and energy efficiency.  

High-quality window, door and façade systems made from 
aluminium, PVC-U and steel 

REYNAERS 1B41 A developer of aluminium products for the building sector, Reynaers Aluminium continues to maintain its leading position as one of the 
prominent providers of innovative and sustainable aluminium solutions in the region and worldwide. 

Aluminium products/solutions for windows, doors, curtain 
walls and sliding systems, access control, motorization 
and natural ventilation solutions 

GUTMANN 1A51 With more than 70 years of experience, GUTMANN is a producer of light alloys and wire based out of in Weissenburg, Germany.  Aluminium Profiles, Building Systems, and Specialized 
Wire 

STEECO 1A61 Steeco manufactures many of the concrete building materials with special and regular specifications through factories that are well-developed 
and fully functional. The company’s products are processed to keep pace with the current and future development in the field of cement 
materials. 

Concrete building materials, interlock tiles, wall cladding, 
roadway curb stone 

KUTAHYA SERAMIK 1D55 NG Kutahya Seramik is a family business based out of Turkey manufacturing and supplying ceramic products to countries including China, Italy 
and Spain. The company has well-known for its work on the Istanbul Airport. 

Range of porcelain, ceramics, tourism, packaging, 
construction, machinery 

DANAE 1D71 Hellenic Marble Group of companies (HMG) is one of the largest and the most successful white marble quarries in the world. The company owns 
five quarries, DANAE, PIRGON, DIAS, HERMES, ARES. 

Marble products 

IKTINOS HELLAS 1D79 IKTINOS HELLAS SA is one of the leading companies in the field of marble in Greece. It exports to over 100 countries and fosters great 
international collaborations. 

Marble, GOLDEN SPIDER (exclusivity), NESTOS 
(exclusivity), KALLISTON (exclusivity), VOLAKAS, THASSOS, 
THASSOS LINEAR, MARVEL WHITE (exclusivity) 

 

 



 

YOU ARE NOW IN HALL 02 

SAMNAN 2E101 Samnan Water Solutions is a part of SAMNAN Group and a renowned name in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in water solutions business. The company 
operates 70+ branches across KSA.  

Water Pump, operation, and maintenance  

DMC 2A101 DMC Dry Mortar Company provides cutting-edge wall-finishing systems based on German technology for construction professionals in the Middle East. 
Their products comply with the latest trends in the construction industry. 

External Insulation Finishing Systems (EIFS), 
Thermal Insulation Systems, decorative finishes 
and mineral paints, renders, mortars. 

AL ZAMIL | SAMSUNG 2D121 Zamil Industrial is a leading manufacturer and fabricator of construction materials, it implements its engineering excellence through a range of products 
and services. 

Pre-engineered steel buildings & structures, air 
conditioning and climate control systems, telecom 
and transmission towers, process equipment, 
precast concrete building products, fiberglass and 
rock wool insulations, pre-insulated pipes, 
maintenance, and repair of HVAC equipment 
  

MASDAR  2E131 Masdar is a leading building & construction materials company in Saudi Arabia, specializes in the distribution of all kinds of Steel, timber, insulation, and 
other products to support the construction needs in the Kingdom. The company has a vast network of 105 outlets, supported by advanced logistics & 
professional support. 

Steel, Timber, Insulation, Plumbing, Electrical, 
Tools, Hardware, Chemicals & Fasteners 

KLACCI 2F141 As part of the world-renowned I-Tek Lock Manufacturing Group, Klacci benefits from the power of I-Tek’s manufacturing expertise and experience, 
global distribution and multiple product lines that deliver integrated security solutions  

Lever Locks, Cylindrical Locks, Interconnected 
Locks 

CPC 2D151 Based in Jeddah, Construction Products Holding Company (CPC) has one of the largest manufacturing capacities in Saudi Arabia. The company has 
worked on some of the mega projects such as King Abdul Aziz International Airport, One Miles Tower, and Sharma-Neom, among others. 

Marble and granite, precast and ready-mix making 
CPC 

SASO 2E161 SASO seeks to provide the best services to beneficiaries, protect consumer health and safety, and is continuously developing and updating Saudi 
standards and technical regulations to protect national markets from counterfeit, inferior, and fraudulent goods, and to support the national economy. 

Technical government body in Saudi Arabia 

EMC 2B141 Saudi-based Eastern Morris Cranes Company (EMC) is a Joint venture company between KSA’s Zamil Group and USA’s Columbus McKinnon Corporation 
(CMCO). The company is renowned in the market for its hoisting and lifting equipment, crane components and system power and motion technology. 

Overhead & jib cranes, electrical & manual hoist, 
winches, conveyers, actuators, screw jacks  

 

STEP OUTSIDE FOR SOME FRESH AIR & THE OUTDOOR DISPLAY 

AGGREKO OS 215 A world-leading provider of temporary power, temperature control and energy services. Operating in a rapidly changing energy market, Aggreko 
supports energy transition by providing cost-effective and flexible solutions. 

Solar & MEP Services 

ZAHID GROUP | 
CATERPILLAR 

OS 190 A multi-national organization encompassing a diverse portfolio of companies, and distributor of Cat® machinery and equipment across the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. 

Construction, Heavy Machinery, Building 
Materials & Tools 

GALADARI OS 105 With a world-class collection of equipment and after-sales services, the Galadari Trucks & Heavy Equipment represents over 30 global brands across the 
Middle East, including Komatsu, Bomag, SITRAK, TEREX, Metso, DIECI, Atlas Copco, Boudoiun, TOPCON, Link Belt, and many others. 

Plant Machinery & Vehicles 

 

  



 

GO BACK IN THROUGH HALL 3 

COASTAL QATAR 3B50 Coastal has been pioneering local manufacturing and providing a of wide range of products and services in Qatar and the region. It has diversified its 
operations to be a leader in the field of Manufacturing, Steel fabrication, Galvanizing, Construction and Trading 

Stadium seats, barriers, poles, signage, cubicles, 
lockers 

S'HAIL METALS 3B50 S’hail Metals is the commercial trading arm of the NBA group of companies in Qatar. The company is specialized in the sales and export of various kind 
of premium quality metals produced by the group factories in Qatar 

We recycle all kind of scrap to premium high 
quality secondary metals, including steel, copper, 
aluminium, zinc and many others 

HEPWORTH PME 3C50 Qatar-based Hepworth PME (Qatar) WLL is the leading manufacturer and supplier of quality thermoplastic piping systems to the building & 
construction, civil engineering and industrial market sectors. In 2009 Hepworth PME Qatar WLL became the first plastic pipe manufacturer in Qatar to 
achieve “kitemark” third party certification on its soil & waste and drainage products 

Quality thermoplastic piping systems 

AL THURAIYA PLASTIC 
FACTORY 

3C50 Al Thuraiya Plastic Factory is a UPVC profile manufacturer for Doors and Windows in Qatar, which is an immaculate combination of excellence and 
quality meeting the needs of its distributive trade. 

Manufacturer Of UPVC Profile 

AL BAYAN  3C50 Al Bayan produces high-quality LED lighting products, covering a wide range of industrial, commercial, municipal, and household uses where low energy 
consumption, environmental friendliness, color diversity, and lighting control systems. 

Indoor lighting, industry lighting 

ELAN SIGNAGE 3C50 ELAN Signage is a Qatari company committed to enriching city by providing solutions to guide people and ensure theirsmooth and safe journeys on the s
treets of Qatar. 

Traffic signage, directional signage, digital and 
advertising signage 

ASCEND ACCESS 
SYSTEMS 

3A41 One of the leading Ladder manufacturer and ladder supplier across GCC and Middle East, Ascend Access Systems provides aluminium scaffolding rental 
division is doing short-term and long-term rental of aluminium scaffolds.  

Ladders, scaffolding rental, dual purpose ladder, A 
shape ladder, single pole ladder, foldable Ladder, 
Foldable platform ladder, Warehouse ladder, 
Podium steps 

FEMAS  3B21 Turkey’s Kayseri-headquartered Ferre is a manufacturer and supplier of freestanding and built-in household appliances. The company has seven 
production facilities, six in Kayseri and one in Istanbul. 

Freestanding and built-in household appliances, 
built-in hobs, built-in ovens, midi ovens, table-top 
gas cookers, chimney hood,  

TEMAK  3E40 TEMAK is a Greek company operating in the water treatment and fluid control equipment. The company provides Water Treatment Systems and 
Solutions of the highest quality and Fluid Control Equipment & Solutions. 

Water Treatment and Desalination Systems, Fluid 
Control Equipment, Chemical Additives 

GREEN RUBBER 3B64 Being the pioneer in introducing waste tire recycling to Kuwait, Green Rubber Recycling company creates eco-friendly products for various applications. Rubber Tiles for diverse applications, both indoor 
as well as outdoor 

KIMMCO 3B61 KIMMCO-ISOVER Stone Wool products is made from volcanic rock – a natural material present in large quantities throughout the Earth It combines 
mechanical resistance with good thermal performance, fire safety and high temperature suitability. 

Insulation materials and solutions for the building 
and industrial markets 

ROSHN 3A71 ROSHN provides aspirational living, presenting a complete city experience in a community that boasts unique designs and an array of facilities The 
company aims to contribute to the development of the Kingdom’s real estate sector through an ambitious agenda of localization and job creation. 

National real estate developer powered by the 
Public Investment Fund, committed to delivering 
high quality communities to the Saudi citizens 

ARCHDECO 3B81 Arch Deco is affiliated with the National Marketing Company and is specialized in interior and exterior home decorations, cinema and theater solutions Cinema & Theaters, Acoustic solutions, Office 
space Acoustic solutions  

SKYMAP 
(TECHNOSHADE) 

3B95 TechnoShade has a 20-year experienced team with various backgrounds allowing them to follow up all the different phases of making a smart building: 
from preliminary design to execution details followed by implementation and configuration 

Automated Roller Shades, Smart Roller Shutters 

OPEN SPACE  3899 OpenSpace provides next-generation construction reality capture software, powerful integrations, and the smartest analytics tools in the industry. OpenSpace Capture, OpenSpace Track 

 

 



MAKE YOUR WAY TO HALL 4 

RHEEM - RMEA 
MANUFACTURING 

4A11 Rheem-Global provides Air-Conditioning and Water Heating Products. Considered as one of the leading North American manufacturers delivering 
innovative, energy-efficient air conditioning and water heating solutions to homes and businesses in more than 70 countries worldwide. 

Air conditioning and water heating solutions 

SRACO 4A21 SRACO is a renowned named in the facilities management industry in Saudi Arabia. The company develops a suitable service model for your business 
and achieve customer service excellence through our distinctive consideration of your organization’s principles. 

Soft Services, Cleaning and Housekeeping, 
Catering, Pest Control, Landscaping, Deep 
Cleaning, Waste Management. 

LATTICE SOFTWARE 
SOLUTIONS 

4A31 Lattice is ‘Pure-Play” Software house, and it has established as leading Independent Software Vender (ISV) in UAE with a reputation and Brand Equity for 
its Reflexional Suite of products for SME & Mid Enterprise segment. 

Reflexional - CAFM / IWMS Solution  

HUSEIN & ALHASSAN 
G SHAKER BROS 

4C30 Hussein and Al-Hassan G Shaker Bros Company provides various AC solutions and the latest technologies of Midea's air conditioning systems. High quality home appliances and air-conditioning 
solutions 

AL MAJAL AL ARABI 4A41 Al Majal Al Arabi operates 12 companies that across different industries, providing expert hands-on services to its clients.  Contracting, construction, Communications and 
Information Technology, Maintenance and 
operating services 

CARRIER 4A51 Carrier brings expertise and technology together to develop integrated solutions that drive efficiency, intelligence, and sustainability in buildings. The 
company provides integrated solutions that drive efficiency, intelligence, and sustainability in buildings. 

Ducted systems, window room air conditioners, 
VRF systems, air curtains, fire pumps, etc. 

MASE GULF 4B51 Mase Gulf is a leading supplier and trader of the best quality mechanical engineering products and solutions in the region. The company has a dynamic 
team of highly experienced and knowledgeable professionals in the mechanical engineering field.  

HVACR Full Solution Provider - AC Cooling, Cooling 
Towers, Precision Air Conditioning, Insulation, 
PIBCV, Heat Exchanger, GRP Tanks 

COOLEX  4E50 Coolex is a pioneer in the region and the only air conditioning manufacturer in Kuwait. Its products are high-quality, with competitive pricing and are 
available in a wide range.  

Air conditioning manufacturer 

DOSAN COMPANY 4C61 Saudi Arabia based Dosan has been associated with high-end projects that support the urban development in the Kingdom. It operates in several 
locations across the country working alongside a team of engineers, architects, designers and more. 

World class sustainable climate solutions, inspired 
by nature, OXYCOM Intercool  

SYSTEMAIR 4A61 Systemair is a leading ventilation company with operations in 52 countries in Europe, North America, the Middle East, Asia, Australia and Africa. The 
Company had sales of SEK 96 billion in the 2021/22 financial year and employs approximately 6,700 people. 

Fans, residential, air handling units, air 
distribution, car park ventilation, fire and smoke, 
air curtains and radiant heaters 

RAWABI 
INTERNATIONAL GAS 

4A71 Rawabi Integrated Gas Co (RIG), a fully owned subsidiary of Rawabi Holding, was conceptualized to serve the ever-demanding industrial sector of Saudi 
Arabia. 

Industrial Gas, Specialty Gases, Refrigerants, 
Hydrogen, Ammonia, Helium, high-tech welding 
solutions 

SAMAYA GROUP 4D71 Serving across several industries, Samaya Group provides the highest global standards and quality of services through a team of +10,000 professionals 
including the world’s leading experts in the field of Construction & Contracting. 

Facility management, Construction & contracting, 
security guard services 

SAUDI SERVICE 
COMPANY LIMITED 

4A81 SSCL is at the forefront of the transforming the facilities management sector, leading the way with world-class FM solutions across Saudi Arabia and the 
region. 

Facilities management, technical maintenance, 
landscaping, safety and security services 

    

 

THESE WERE JUST 50. 

COME BACK TOMORROW, THERE ARE OTHER 800 BRANDS FOR YOU TO EXPLORE AT SAUDI ARABIA’S LARGEST CONSTRUCTION EVENT. 


